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Analysis

Playing the long game is the right thing to do
Liz O’Kane In these uniquely
testing times, it pays to have
manners and conduct your
business with some class

A

t the time of last writing,
I was punching the air in
triumph, letting the whole
world know I had survived
two recessions along with
several other life truths and
failures, and then . . . out of nowhere, along
came Corona. It has belted every business
across the face. It has forced the majority of
us to operate remotely behind closed doors,
while protecting our kids, families and ultimately our sanity. This is one life lesson that
will not be forgotten too quickly. But will it
put manners on us?
As someone who has been both employed and then self-employed for more
than half my working life (and I’ll be
working a while yet), the kitchen table is
my most recent chosen spot for running

my business – right beside the kettle and
toaster. Previously, meetings took place
anywhere from the Shelbourne Hotel to
clients’ homes to places of work, coffee
shops and groovy lunch joints. But now my
meetings are predominantly on WhatsApp
and Zoom, and 95 per cent of enquiries are
from abroad.
One couple based in Hong Kong are into
week six of “stay at home” restrictions.
They see the coronavirus and its ability to
stall the property market (and every other market), as their chance to purchase
a home in Ireland with less competition
around and at the asking price or under.
One man’s downfall is another’s opportunity. Are they right? They probably are. Can it
be done? Yes, it can. Are sight-unseen sales
taking place? Yes, they are.

Last Friday, I sale-agreed a property
for first-time buyers of mine. I have seen
this property online. I have not personally viewed it. I know the agent, the agent
knows me. The agent trusts me to know
my clients’ criteria, match them to the right
property and to have sight of proof of funds.
We sale-agreed this property for a fair price,
in a crisis and at our kitchen tables. The
young couple are in disbelief.
They have been outbid on three previous
properties. They have been living with their
parents for the last two years and have had
a baby during this time. They need a home.
They need to nest and settle. They are overwhelmed that I have done a deal for less
than they thought they would spend. They
need to draw down their mortgage and
want to do so. They will cut their cloth accordingly should their work circumstances
change. Having a home is paramount and,
should the market decline, which is likely,
they still have an investment to chip away
at.
Take it from me: the market will return.
It always does, it is cyclical. I’m living proof.
This will be the third recession in my working life. It’s a recession not made of financial
and banking errors where austerity was the
punishment for our citizens, but by a dirty
virus, a global pandemic of insane proportions that is so difficult to comprehend. Yet
it’s happening.

Work is important. Learning to work in
new and creative ways, and new surroundings is challenging, but it’s also great for the
mind.
Complacency is not good and this is
where we have to embrace a new working
environment, which for most of us now is
solo, even though we may be part of larger organisations and not used to working
alone. We are now our own businesses, in
truth, and the relationships forged with clients, sellers and buyers are more important
than ever.
Being approachable, amenable, kind and
willing to have good business conversations
has never been required more.
Which leads me nicely back to manners.
Getting paid has never been more important or crucial. Any overdue invoice during
this pandemic will cause palpitations, panic
and even the odd coronary. On chasing one
last week, I was informed by the financial
controller, that I was “bottom of the food
chain”. “Lovely,” I thought. “I wonder who
is at the top?”
Tapping my fingers on the table and having my ninth cup of coffee, I rummaged
around the contacts in my head to see who I
could tap for further information about this
food chain. I made the call and was given
a tip. The managing partner was no longer
approving any invoices. The chief executive
was all over it, but the financial controller

had authority to approve any invoice up to
€1,000.
The following day, I made another call to
the financial controller. I explained that I
understood how tricky it is for us all in the
current situation, and if €1,000 was transferred to my business account that day, I
would be happy to settle. We settled.
So, I went from the bottom of the food
chain and zoomed to the top with a shortfall
I can handle. These are the straight, fairdeal conversations that I have been doing
for years when purchasing property for my
clients. I don’t know how to do it any other
way other than fair.
Telling someone they are at the bottom
of the food chain is not good manners. It’s
inappropriate, unkind and demeaning.
Will I choose to do business again with this
company? No. Will I refer business to this
company again? No. For me, it is always
about playing the long game. To everyone
working solo right now, play the long game
and always have manners.
Liz O’Kane is the founder of lizokane.ie and is
Ireland’s Original Buyer’s Agent. She is the
presenter of Buyers’ Bootcamp on Virgin Media
Player, is the former presenter of House Hunters
and House Hunters in the Sun (RTÉ) and is a
regular contributor in print, radio and television
media. Follow her on Twitter: @thelizokane or on
Instagram: @thelizokane
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Igls in Maryborough Hill in Cork was named after an Austrian Tyrol ski resort

The formal dining room with timber ceiling and skylight

The elevated patio looks out over the garden

A slice of suburban tranquility
in Cork city for €900,000
BY ROS DRINKWATER

S

uburbia seldom
comes as upmarket as Maryborough Hill in Cork.
Located some three
kilometres south of
the city centre, it’s within easy
reach of the kind of amenities that add up to the good
life – the Douglas Golf Club
over the road, the luxurious
Maryborough Hotel and Spa,
and the shops, restaurants,
pubs, cinema and Saturday
farmers’ market of Douglas
village.
Built on half an acre in the
1970s, Igls was named after
an Austrian Tyrol resort that
hosted the Winter Olympics
in 1976. Since then, a two-storey side extension has been

added and in 2000 a major
refurbishment took place
which included rewiring and
replumbing.
Set well back from the
road, the house has an elegant two-storey façade, the
central conservatory flanked
by an A-frame gabled wing to
the left and a turreted wing
to the right, almost certainly inspired by the fairytale
roofscapes of Tyrol.
The interior floor space of
327 square metres is arranged
as a ground floor entrance
hall, a cosy carpeted sitting
room with an open fireplace,
the south west-facing, glassroofed conservatory, a study
with doors to the patio, and
a playroom with an alcove
overlooking the lounge.
Running the length of

This is the
Modern world
from page 1

Cara Greenberg’s 1984 book
Midcentury Modern: Furniture of the 1950s, the phrase
stuck. So what is it, and why
does it have such a huge following?
Broadly, it describes a period during and after World War
II when design became characterised by an understated
style using clean, sleek lines
and well-crafted and considered design. Furniture took
on a minimalist, uncluttered
look with organic curves and
geometric prints and functionality was key. It was designed for smaller, post-war
homes. That still applies today
in terms of how we live, de-

fined by minimum standards/
size apartments etc.
At the time, new materials
were being discovered and
created and plastic, chrome,
glass, plywood and vinyl
were employed alongside and
standing up to traditional teak
and rosewood and leather
materials.
Borrowed (or perhaps better described as bred) from
Germany’s Bauhaus movement, Mid-Century Modern
was championed and driven
by Scandinavian designers,
in particular Danish craftsmen (and women). Many of
the Danish designers synonymous with the movement
were architects, painters and
cabinet makers, and quite a

the house, the dual-aspect, split-level lounge has
an impressive stone feature
fireplace. To the rear, sliding
glass doors open to the elevated patio that looks down
over the gardens. Gravelled
pathways lead to an immaculate lawn planted with a fine
selection of trees.
There’s an immense copper
beech and the prettiest of all
deciduous specimens, the
Wedding Cake tree, Cornus
controversa, loved for its layered horizontal branches, in
spring and summer its green
leaves adorned with bright
creamy margins, that fade to
buttery yellow in autumn.
Lit at night, the most unusual garden feature lies to the
side of the driveway, the Crannog pond with its thatched

roof to protect the koi carp
from predators.
The fully fitted solid oak
kitchen has a large central
island, granite counter tops
and the bay window has a
seating area overlooking the
front garden and the Crannog
pond.
Occupying the rear extension the formal dining room
has a herring boned patterned
timber ceiling, an enormous
skylight over the dining table,
a fireplace, a full length bay
window and double patio
doors that open to the gardens.
A utility room and guest
WC complete the ground floor
accommodation, but there
also an additional ground
floor room which can only
be accessed from outside. This

few moved to the United
States after the war, creating
an entirely new genre of devotees there.
Danish designers of the era
who would become household names on both sides of
the Atlantic included Arne
Jacobson, Poul Henningsen,
Ib Kofod Larsen, Børge
Mogensen, Hans Wegner,
Verner Panton and Kaare
Klint. American husband
and wife and industrial designers Charles and (Bernice
Alexandra) Ray Eames, and
fellow designer George Nelson, also contributed to the
movement. So did our own
Eileen Gray.

who suggested four years
ago that we have reached
“peak stuff” in terms of
home furnishings. Perhaps, instead, we want
well-crafted, madeto-last, unique pieces that fit well into
smaller houses and
apartments that
have become the
norm.
For his part,
McNulty buys his
pieces to suit his
taste. “Everything I buy, I buy
for me,” he said.
“Sometimes it’s
bought
to fill
a gap,
but often I buy
it because
I find the
piece incredible. Each
one resonates in
a different
manner.

‘Peak stuff’

Over the last 15 years or so,
the price of Mid-Century
has increased significantly as
collectors and admirers have
come to appreciate the style.
Similarly, contemporary fans
may have come to the same
conclusion as Ikea’s sustainability chief, Steve Howard,

could easily be incorporated
into the house, making a sixth
en suite bedroom.
From the entrance hall, the
mahogany staircase leads up
to the first floor which houses
five double bedrooms, all with
built-in wardrobes and en
suite bathrooms, the master
with a walk-in dressing room.
Central heating is gas fired,
BER rating is C3, and outside
there is ample parking space
in the cobblelock driveway
for several cars.
Last year, the nearest
neighbour, Kaduna, sold for
€1.24 million. Igls is now on
the market with a guide price
of €900,000.
For more details, contact Ann O’Mahony of
Sherry FitzGerald Cork at
086-8055834.

Above: the cosy sitting room; below: the kitchen with central island and granite counter tops

Killian McNulty: ‘Everything I buy, I buy for
me’
Barry Cronin

“I work on aesthetics.
While I carry out a lot of research, how a piece was made
is nearly irrelevant. I’ve never
been too curious about the
methodology. I leave that to
specialists and have an ad hoc
staff of about ten. Most work
part time, one comes in two
days a week, for example, and
they specialise in upholstery,
cabinetry, lacquer finishes
and so on. They restore anything that requires it.
“While I might upholster
an original piece of furniture,
I never change the design of
something. That is unique to
it. It’s not upcycling, either.
It’s restoring.”
McNulty questioned the
wisdom of statutory Vat on
the sale of vintage goods that
are supposed to promote
“green living”.
He thinks there’s a communication problem too between
the traditional antique business and the public.
“In a sense, a place like the
Vintage Hub is an invitation

to come, look around and
ask questions about vintage
furniture, the style of it, why
a certain piece is unique and
what is the history behind
it. Often in antiques stores,
people browse, but don’t talk
to the dealer,” he said.
“I think people feel obliged
to purchase a piece, too, if
they express an interest in it
and feel they need to carry
through. Instead they should
get a buzz from the piece
they’re interested in. They
should find it beautiful, it has
to start by being beautiful to
them. I’d hate for someone
to buy something from me
because they felt obliged to.
I’d like to see the antiques
business revert to how it used
to be, when customers and
dealers talked more.”
Mid-Century Modern
enthusiasts can see the selection of stunners McNulty
has on thevintagehub.com,
or contact him and arrange
a visit to the Vintage Hub in
person.

